CHAPTER   XI
THE EVENING POST
D
URING 1871, Henry George also tried his hand at fiction,
with "How Jack Breeze Missed Being a Pasha," l which
he published in The Overland Monthly together with an article
"Bribery in Elections."2 The latter was the first article to be
published in the United States advocating the Australian bal-
lot.3
Aside from this writing, George found nothing to anchor him
in California and thought seriously of going to New York or
Philadelphia to try to establish himself. And then, again, as if
by magic, opportunity opened. A printer friend, William Hinton,
came to him with the suggestion that they start a daily news-
paper. The two men managed to get together $1,800; and this
plus the sale of delivery routes in advance, enabled them to
launch the San Francisco Evening Post.4
There were no pennies in circulation on the Pacific coast; the
nickel was the smallest coin in use. However, the proprietors
of the Post were determined to publish a penny paper, follow-
ing the example of successful dailies in the East. They per-
suaded the Bank of California to import one thousand dollars*
worth of shiny new coppers from the Philadelphia Mint. When
four of these pretty coins were handed back in change to the
amazed citizens of San Francisco who had offered nickels for
the new paper, the novelty served as an excellent advertisement.
The Post was free of political affiliations and was bold and
fearless from the start. It caught on and won a respectful fol-
lowing. When the four-page paper was four months old an offer
was made to buy it. The business manager, A. H. Rapp, who
owned an interest, wanted to sell. George and Hinton con-
sented and each received $2?700 as his share. But under the
new management, and without Henry George's pen to give it
vigor, the little Post soon declined. After sixty days* struggle
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